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Coordinated Plasticity of Synapses and Astrocytes Underlies
Practice-Driven Functional Vicariation in Peri-Infarct Motor
Cortex
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Motor rehabilitative training after stroke can improve motor function and promote topographical reorganization of remaining motor
cortical movement representations, but this reorganization follows behavioral improvements. A more detailed understanding of the
neural bases of rehabilitation efficacy is needed to inform therapeutic efforts to improve it. Using a rat model of upper extremity
impairments after ischemic stroke, we examined effects of motor rehabilitative training at the ultrastructural level in peri-infarct motor
cortex. Extensive training in a skilled reaching task promoted improved performance and recovery of more normal movements. This was
linked with greater axodendritic synapse density and ultrastructural characteristics of enhanced synaptic efficacy that were coordinated
with changes in perisynaptic astrocytic processes in the border region between head and forelimb areas of peri-infarct motor cortex.
Disrupting synapses and motor maps by infusions of anisomycin (ANI) into anatomically reorganized motor, but not posterior parietal,
cortex eliminated behavioral gains from rehabilitative training. In contrast, ANI infusion in the equivalent cortical region of intact
animals had no effect on reaching skills. These results suggest that rehabilitative training efficacy for improving manual skills is mediated
by synaptic plasticity in a region of motor cortex that, before lesions, is not essential for manual skills, but becomes so as a result of the
training. These findings support that experience-driven synaptic structural reorganization underlies functional vicariation in residual
motor cortex after motor cortical infarcts.
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Introduction
Sufficient brain damage in adulthood usually results in enduring
behavioral impairment, presumably due to localization of func-
tion in the mature nervous system. The partial return of func-

tional ability that occurs spontaneously has been attributed to
resolution of diaschisis and other transient events, the reorgani-
zation of neural circuitry in brain regions connected to the injury
(Feeney and Baron, 1986; Carrera and Tononi, 2014; Jones and
Adkins, 2015; Cho et al., 2016), and the use of altered behavioral
strategies to compensate for lost function (Whishaw et al., 1991;
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Significance Statement

Stroke is a leading cause of long-term disability. Motor rehabilitation, the main treatment for physical disability, is of variable
efficacy. A better understanding of neural mechanisms underlying effective motor rehabilitation would inform strategies for
improving it. Here, we reveal synaptic underpinnings of effective motor rehabilitation. Rehabilitative training improved manual
skill in the paretic forelimb and induced the formation of special synapse subtypes in coordination with structural changes in
astrocytes, a glial cell that influences neural communication. These changes were found in a region that is nonessential for manual
skill in intact animals, but came to mediate this skill due to training after stroke. Therefore, motor rehabilitation efficacy depends
on synaptic changes that enable remaining brain regions to assume new functions.
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Braun et al., 2012; Allred et al., 2014). Although it is often far from
sufficient to fully restore function, further improvements can be
driven by rehabilitation approaches (Veerbeek et al., 2014).

Chronic disability in the use of one hand is particularly
prevalent after stroke (Lawrence et al., 2001). Poststroke motor
rehabilitative training can improve manual skills and reorganize
movement representations (“motor maps”) to increase the topo-
graphical territory of hand movements in remaining motor cor-
tex (Nudo and Milliken, 1996; Liepert et al., 2000; Sawaki et al.,
2008; Tennant et al., 2015). The reorganized cortex is important
for functional improvements. In rats with motor cortical infarcts,
ablation of the reorganized cortex after a period of rehabilitative
training in a skilled reaching task reinstates functional deficits
(Castro-Alamancos and Borrel, 1995; Conner et al., 2005) and
pharmacological disruption of motor cortical plasticity hinders
training-induced functional improvement (Conner et al., 2005;
Schubring-Giese et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016). However, corti-
cal map reorganization seems to reflect other mechanisms of
rehabilitative training efficacy because map changes follow the
behavioral improvements (Nishibe et al., 2015).

There are numerous changes in peri-infarct cortex that may
contribute to functional improvement after stroke (Carmichael,
2012; Zeiler and Krakauer, 2013; Starkey and Schwab, 2014).
Ischemic damage to cortex upregulates plasticity-related proteins
in peri-infarct cortex (Kleim et al., 2003a; Carmichael, 2006) and
instigates sprouting of corticocortical (Dancause et al., 2005;
Clarkson et al., 2013) and corticofugal (Carmichael, 2003; Star-
key et al., 2012) projections. Dendrites and spines proximal to an
infarct are lost rapidly, followed by increased formation of new
spines that returns spine density to normal levels over time
(Brown et al., 2007; Brown et al., 2008) despite persistent loss of
dendrites (Mostany and Portera-Cailliau, 2011). It is likely that
rehabilitative training can interact with such postischemic reac-
tions to promote functionally adaptive neural changes because
many aspects of lesion-induced plasticity can be shaped by be-
havioral manipulations (Johansson, 2000; Murphy and Corbett,
2009; Jones and Adkins, 2015; Jones, 2017). Rehabilitative training
after lesions of primary motor cortex promotes dendritic growth
and spine addition in contralesional (Biernaskie and Corbett, 2001)
and pre/supplementary motor cortex (Wang et al., 2016) and in-
creases the expression of synapse-related proteins in peri-infarct cor-
tex (Pagnussat et al., 2012). Although a better understanding of
synaptic substrates of motor rehabilitative training could sup-
port precise therapeutic targets for enhancing its efficacy, a de-
tailed examination of its influence on synapse-level structural
changes in peri-infarct motor cortex has been lacking.

In the present study, we characterized the ultrastructural-level
responses of synapses and astrocytes in peri-infarct cortex to
motor rehabilitative training. The region of focus, the anterior
border area between the caudal forelimb area (CFA) of primary
motor cortex and surrounding head representations, was chosen
because rehabilitative reach training promotes greater forelimb
representation area near this anterior border, which otherwise
becomes dominated by head representations after CFA infarcts
(Kim et al., 2015). We then used pharmacological disruption of
this border region to test its behavioral relevance, comparing the
consequences for training-induced gains in motor skill after in-
farcts with the maintenance of established motor skills in intact
animals. We found that postinfarct rehabilitative training results
in coordinated plasticity of synapses and astrocytes in a region
that was not essential for the skills in intact animals. Our results
suggest that functional vicariation involving specific forms of
ultrastructural synaptic plasticity in the peri-infarct motor cortex
underlies rehabilitation efficacy.

Materials and Methods
Subjects
A total of 84 adult (3– 4 months old) male Long–Evans hooded rats were
used. Rats were housed in pairs on a 12:12 h light:dark cycle and received
water ad libitum. Rats used for behavioral testing were placed on sched-
uled feeding (15 g, once per day) to avoid satiety at the time of testing. All
animal use was in accordance with a protocol approved by the Animal
Care and Use Committee of the University of Texas at Austin.

Ischemia induction
Rats received subtotal ischemic lesions of the CFA of primary motor
cortex or sham operations in the hemisphere opposite to the preferred
(for reaching) forelimb 1–2 d after the end of preoperative training. This
infarct locus was chosen because it results in long-lasting upper limb
motor impairments that resemble those of clinical stroke populations
(Jones, 2017). Ischemia induction was by topical administration of
endothelin-1 (ET-1) as described previously (Fuxe et al., 1997; Adkins et
al., 2004; Adkins et al., 2008; Kim and Jones, 2013). Rats were anesthe-
tized with ketamine (90 mg/kg) and xylazine (9 mg/kg), skull and dura
were removed between 1.5 mm posterior to 2.5 mm anterior to bregma,
and 3.0 – 4.5 mm lateral to midline, and 2.5 �l of ET-1 (80 �M, 0.2 �g/�l
in sterile saline) was applied onto the pial surface. ET-1 was applied in 2
drops (1.5 and 1.0 �l each) that were 2 min apart and the surgical site was
left undisturbed for 10 min after the last drop. Gelfoam was then placed
on the cortex to fill the craniectomy. Sham-operated rats received all
procedures up to, but not including, skull removal to avoid the produc-
tion of behavioral and neurochemical asymmetries associated with crani-
ectomies (Adams et al., 1994).

Cannula implantation
Chronic cannulae were implanted in a subset of rats to permit cortical
infusions of anisomycin (ANI) or vehicle (VEH). Rats were anesthetized
with a mixture of ketamine (90 mg/kg) and xylazine (9 mg/kg). Guide
cannulae (457 �m diameter; Plastics One) were implanted at a depth
of 700 �m in the CFA core (1 mm anterior, 3 mm lateral, relative to
bregma), the anteromedial CFA region bordered by head representations
(“Border,” 1.4 mm anterior, 1.5 mm lateral), or parietal cortex (6 mm
posterior, 3 mm lateral). Burr holes and cannulae were then covered with
UV curing dental cement and guide cannulae were covered with dummy
caps. Cannula implantations were done in the same surgery as the lesions or,
in intact animals, after they were trained to plateau on the reaching task.

Reach training and testing
The single-pellet retrieval task was performed as described previously
(Adkins et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2015). Briefly, the apparatus consists of a
Plexiglas chamber with a window and an exterior shelf with wells 1 cm
from the window to contain 45 mg banana-flavored food pellets (Bios-
erve). An elevated lip at the window edge prevents pellets from being
scraped into the chamber and the position of an inner chamber wall
enforces the use of the trained limb for reaching. The use of the tongue
was discouraged from the onset of shaping procedures by removal of the
pellet if it was extended through the window. For each trial, a single pellet
was placed in a well and rats were allowed up to five reach attempts.
Successful reaches were defined as the animal grasping the food pellet
with its forepaw, bringing it directly to its mouth, and eating it. Unsuc-
cessful reach attempts were those in which the pellet was missed, knocked
from the well, or dropped before eating. The percentage of successful
reaches per reach attempt was analyzed. Before lesion or sham opera-
tions, rats were trained for 30 trials per day with the limb they preferred
to reach with, as determined during a preceding shaping period, until
they reached a criterion of making at least 50% successful reach attempts
with this limb (6 –10 d, not including the shaping period). This criterion
was chosen because it approximates near-asymptotic performance levels,
as established in previous studies (Luke et al., 2004; Hsu and Jones, 2005,
2006; O’Bryant et al., 2011; O’Bryant et al., 2016). Note that comparisons
between two sham-operated groups (those with vs without postoperative
reach training) represent the effect of practicing well established skills on
anatomical/behavioral measures. Postoperative probe sessions on the
reaching task consisted of 10 trials (to minimize training effects). Probe
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sessions were performed 4 d after the lesion ( probe 1) and thereafter once
per week ( probes 2–5) in all groups. Beginning on postoperative day 5,
rehabilitative training groups received 5 consecutive days per week of
training on the reaching task consisting of 60 trials or 20 min, whichever
came first, for 3– 4 weeks. Weekly probe sessions occurred the day after
the fifth rehabilitative training session of the week.

Abnormal reaching movements were quantified using an adaptation
of the Whishaw rating scale (Whishaw et al., 1993; Metz and Whishaw,
2000) as described previously (Adkins et al., 2008; O’Bryant et al., 2016).
Before surgeries and rehabilitative (Probe 1 in Fig. 1) and postrehabili-
tative (Probe 5 in Fig. 1) training, frame-by-frame playback of five success-
ful trials per day was used to observe seven sequential movement
components: aim, advance, digits open, grasp, supination 1, supination 2,
and release (of the pellet into the mouth). Movements were considered ab-
normal if they were absent (compensated for entirely by other body move-
ments), unrecognizable, or recognizable but slightly abnormal. The rater
was blinded to experimental condition. Consistent with previous find-
ings (Adkins et al., 2008; O’Bryant et al., 2016), the last four subcompo-
nents (grasp through release) were affected the most consistently by the
lesions. Data were analyzed as the ratio of abnormal grasp through re-
lease movements/total trials.

Behavioral testing after ANI infusions
Animals were briefly sedated with isoflurane (�2 min) and 1.0 �l of ANI
(50 or 100 �g/�l in ACSF) or VEH (ACSF only) was infused at a rate of
0.5 �l/min into cortex (1200 �m depth). Similar volumes and concen-
trations of ANI infusions have been found to have highly localized effects
(Wanisch and Wotjak, 2008; Sharma et al., 2012). The cannula was left in
place for 2 min to allow for diffusion. No gross impairments in the forelimb
contralateral to the injection, such as failure to support body weight or to
perform reaching movements, were found after ANI infusions. All postinfu-
sion probe sessions on the reaching task consisted of 30 trials.

Intact animals were used to compare the effects of ANI infusions in the
CFA core (n � 7) versus border (n � 6) on performance of an established
reaching skill. After training to proficiency on the single-pellet retrieval
task and implantation of guide cannula over CFA, reaching performance
was tested on 2 consecutive days to probe for any residual implantation
effects. Thereafter, each animal received infusions of VEH followed by
50 �g/�l ANI and then 100 �g/�l ANI, with 2–3 d between each infusion.
After each infusion, animals were tested 2 h and again 24 h later on the
reaching task. An additional test was performed 48 h after the second ANI
infusion.

A separate study tested the effects of ANI infusions in the perilesion
cortex on Post-RT performance. After 3 weeks of rehabilitative training
and probe testing, animals received VEH infusions into either the CFA
border or posterior parietal cortex, followed by reaching probe sessions
immediately and 24 h later (post-VEH probes). There was no significant
difference in reaching performance between the two tests within subjects,
and data were therefore combined for statistical analysis. One day after
the second post-VEH probe, animals received either ANI (n � 8) or VEH
(n � 6) infusions in the border or ANI infusions in parietal cortex (n �
6) and were tested 2 h later (post-ANI probe). A small set of no-
rehabilitative training controls (No-RT; n � 4) was included to verify the
effects of rehabilitative training and this group received CFA border
infusions of ANI.

Assessment of ANI effects on forelimb motor maps
Intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) mapping was used to compare
the effects of ANI infusions in the CFA core versus border on forelimb
motor maps of intact animals. Standard ICMS was performed as de-
scribed previously (Tennant et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2015). Briefly, naive
rats (n � 13) were anesthetized with ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine
(8 mg/kg) followed by supplemental ketamine (10 mg per injection) to
maintain a superficial anesthetic plane. Bilateral craniectomies were
made, cisterna magna was punctured (to prevent cortical upwelling), and
warm silicone oil (37°C) was applied to exposed cortex. A digital image of
the exposed cortical surfaces was overlaid with a grid (470 � 470 �m
increments) and a glass microelectrode (filled with 3M NaCl and plati-
num wire) was lowered to a depth of 1550 �m at the grid intersections in

systematic order to delineate the CFA. The rostral forelimb area (RFA,
analogous to pre/supplementary motor cortex) was also delineated in a
subset of animals. At each site, 1 Hz pulse trains consisting of 13 200 �s
monophasic cathodal pulses were delivered at a rate of 350 Hz while
gradually increasing amplitude until a visible movement was observed.
The site was considered nonresponsive if no movement was observed at
�60 �A. Jaw, neck, vibrissae, trunk, and hindlimb movements were also
observed to define CFA and RFA borders. Forelimb movements were
classified as distal (wrist and digits) and proximal (elbow and shoulder).

Remapping was performed 30 min after infusions of either 1 �l of ANI
(100 �g/�l) or VEH (ACSF) into the CFA core or border using the same
coordinates as the cannulae implantations above with minor adjust-
ments as needed to avoid penetrating surface vasculature. Infusions were
made over 1 min via glass micropipette in layer V and the pipette was
then left undisturbed for 2 min. All responsive sites in the baseline map
were then retested. Most animals (n � 8) received infusions into the CFA
core of ANI in one hemisphere and VEH in the other, in counterbalanced
order. A subset (n � 6) of these animals were transcardially perfused
immediately after the last map and processed for TEM analysis for
within-animal comparisons of ANI versus VEH effects on synaptic den-
sities in motor cortex. In one of these animals, in the same hemisphere in
which VEH was infused in the core, ANI was infused at the border fol-
lowed by a third remapping. There were no effects that could be attrib-
uted to infusion condition order. The remaining animals received
unilateral remapping after infusions of ANI in the border (n � 5), ANI in
the core (n � 1), or VEH in the core (n � 1). One border infusion was
mistakenly given too caudally (at approximately bregma), but the postin-
fusion forelimb movement representation area was within the range of
the other postborder infusion maps. The experimenter performing
ICMS was blinded to the drug condition. Some of the baseline map data
were used in another study (Kim et al., 2015).

Histological methods
Animals were anesthetized with a lethal dose of sodium pentobarbital
and perfused intracardially with 0.1 M phosphate buffer followed by fix-
ative in the same buffer 1 d after the final probe session of the behavioral
experiments and after the final map in the ICMS experiments. For TEM
analyses, the perfusion fixative was 2% paraformaldehyde and 2.5% glu-
taraldehyde. Within 24 h of perfusion, alternating sets of 200-, 100-, and
two 50-�m-thick sections of the cerebrum were cut using a Leica
VT1000S vibratome. The 50 �m sections were stained with Toluidine
blue for lesion reconstruction and volume measurement. The lateral
agranular cortex (AGl) medial to the lesions and near the border of the
medial agranular cortex (AGm) between 1.2 and 1.6 mm anterior to
bregma was dissected out as described previously (Adkins et al., 2008).
This cytoarchitecturally defined sample site corresponds to the medial
border region between CFA and the head representation area of sensori-
motor cortex (Neafsey et al., 1986; Tennant et al., 2011; Smith and Allo-
way, 2013). Samples were placed in cacodylate-buffered osmium
tetroxide, en bloc stained with 2% uranyl acetate for 45 min, and dehy-
drated and sandwich embedded in Eponate-12 resin. Semithin sections
(0.8 �m thickness) were stained with Toluidine blue and used to estimate
neuronal density and localize the region for electron microscopic sam-
pling. Neuronal density (Nv) was estimated using the physical disector
method in semithin sections, but there were no differences due to the
lesions, training conditions, or VEH/ANI injections (Table 1). Serial sil-
ver gray ultrathin (70 nm) sections for TEM were obtained from the
osmicated samples using a Leica Ultracut R microtome, mounted onto
slotted copper grids coated with formvar film, and stained with lead
citrate.

Lesion reconstruction and volume estimates
Lesion extent was reconstructed onto schematic coronal sections adapted
from Paxinos and Watson (1986). The volumes of remaining cortex
ipsilateral and contralateral to the lesion were measured to estimate tis-
sue loss based on interhemispheric volume difference. The sampling
scheme focused on the region targeted by the lesion, starting with the
appearance of the head of the caudate nucleus as the first of six sections
spaced 800 �m apart (brains used for TEM) or seven sections spaced 600
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�m apart (remaining brains). The area of remaining non-necrotic/non-
gliotic cortex in each section was measured using Neurolucida (MBF
Bioscience) perimeter tracing software. Volume was estimated as the
product of the total area (summed over all sections) and the distance
between section planes (Gundersen et al., 1988). Lesion volumes were
calculated as the difference in cortical volume between intact and lesion
hemispheres.

Ultrastructural measures
Sampling strategy. Cytoarchitectonics in adjacent 50-�m-thick sections
and low-magnification semithin images were used to localize the sample
area to layer V of AGl between AGm and the medial border of the lesion,
excluding fibrotic and necrotic tissue between 1.2 and 1.6 mm anterior to
bregma. We focused on layer V because it has been demonstrated repeat-
edly to undergo synaptic changes in response to skill learning and to these
types of lesions (Kleim et al., 2003b; Kleim et al., 2004; Jones, 2017). Four
sets of four serial adjacent TEMs spanning at least 11 sections were im-
aged from serial silver gray (70 nm) sections using a Philips 208 TEM
with a Hamamatsu 1394 digital camera (14,000� image capture magni-
fication). The first set of four serial images was taken in the lateral extent
of the sample. Moving medially, the first section of the next series was
taken in the same section as the last section from series 1 and then from
three additional sections. This was repeated for the next two series. This
strategy minimizes the contribution of section-to-section variability in
thickness. The sampling strategy was evaluated by coefficient of error
(CE), calculated as follows: CE � coefficient of variance/�number of
samples per brain (West and Gundersen, 1990).

Synaptic measures. The density of axodendritic (spine and shaft) syn-
apses were estimated using the physical disector method (Sterio, 1984),
as described previously (Hsu et al., 2005, Kim et al., 2015; Adkins et al.,
2008). The CEs of axodendritic synaptic density ranged from 0.025 to
0.060 (median � 0.043) and group means ranged from 0.041 (Les�CTL)
to 0.043 (Sham�CTL), indicating a precise sampling scheme (Geinis-
man et al., 1996). Synaptic density was calculated by the following for-
mula: Nv � �Q�/�v(frame), where �Q� is the sum of synapses
counted per brain and �v(frame) is the sum of the sample volume (188
�m 3) calculated as the product of the area of one sample frame (112
�m 2), distance between section planes (70 nm), and the number of

samples (i.e., disector pairs, n � 24). Subtypes of synapses including
perforated synapses and synapses formed by multisynaptic boutons
(MSBs) were identified as described previously (Adkins et al., 2008; Kim
et al., 2015).

Dendritic measures. Dendritic processes were identified by their
orderly arrangement of microtubules, irregular contours (versus the
smooth cylindrical contours of axons), the presence of mitochondria, the
absence of vesicles or myelin sheaths, and the frequent presence of syn-
apses and spines (Peters et al., 1991). To estimate volume ( V) and surface
area (Sa) of dendritic processes, the software program RECONTRUCT
(Fiala, 2005) was used to trace identified structures. Volume fraction
(Vv � V/total volume) and surface density (Sv � Sa/total volume) were
calculated.

Astrocytic measures. Astrocytic processes in electron micrographs were
identified by their relatively transparent cytoplasm, irregular and sheet-
like shape, absence of dendritic and axonal characteristics (e.g., highly
ordered microtubules, synaptic vesicle clusters, and myelination) and,
occasionally, the presence of intermediate filaments, as described previ-
ously (Peters et al., 1991; Kim and Jones, 2010; Kim et al., 2015). Using
the software RECONTSRUCT, astrocytic membranes apposed to synap-
tic elements were traced and their surface densities (Svapposed) were
estimated as described above. The synaptic elements included in this
measure consisted of synaptic boutons, spines, and the interface between
axon–spine and axon– dendritic shaft synapses. Presynaptic boutons
were identified by the presence of synaptic vesicles and absence of myeli-
nation. Postsynaptic spines were identified by the presence of synaptic
densities, frequent presence of spine apparati (e.g., see Fig. 3B), and lack
of presynaptic vesicles and mitochondria. Spine necks were included in
the morphology measures. The percentage of astrocytic membrane ap-
posed to synaptic elements of total astrocytic membrane was calculated
as follows: (%) Svapposed/Svast.

Experimental design and statistical analysis
Experimental designs are summarized in Figures 1A; 6A, and 8A. In the
study of postlesion rehabilitative training effects, data were analyzed us-
ing planned comparisons to test the following questions of primary in-
terest: (1) whether rats that received rehabilitative training after CFA
infarcts were significantly different from rats that received no-training
control procedures (Les�RT vs Les�CTL) and (2) whether either lesion
group was significantly different from sham-operated controls (Les�RT
vs Sham groups and Les�CTL vs Sham groups). Preliminary analyses
indicated no significant effects of training alone (Sham�RT vs Sham�
CTL) in all but the astrocytic measures, so lesion groups were compared
with both sham groups combined in the other measures. For the astro-
cytic measures, each lesion group was compared with the sham subgroup
that was matched in training condition (i.e., Sham�CTL vs Les�CTL
and Sham�RT vs Les�RT). Behavioral data were analyzed with
repeated-measures ANOVAs for the effects of group and group � day
interactions. Post hoc analyses were performed using t tests with Bonfer-
roni–Holm correction when warranted by significant group � day inter-
actions. Anatomical data were analyzed using one-way ANOVAs for
group. Bivariate correlations were also used to assess relationships be-
tween the synaptic and behavioral variables. The behavioral effects of
ANI infusions were analyzed using ANOVA for cortical location (CFA
core or border) � drug condition, treated as repeated measures. ANI
effects on forelimb motor maps and synaptic density were compared
with VEH using one-way ANOVAs. R software was used for statistical
analysis (www.r-project.org).

Results
Rehabilitative reach training improved manual skill
performance in rats after motor cortical infarcts
Without rehabilitative training, unilateral ischemic lesions of the
CFA of motor cortex resulted in enduring impairments in reach-
ing performance compared with sham-operated rats (Les�CTL
vs sham groups, group � week: F(5,115) � 3.58, p � 0.005; Fig.
1B). Rehabilitative training, consisting of extensive practice in the
same reaching task (5 times per week for 4 weeks), enhanced

Table 1. Structural features of neurons and astrocytes in layer V of the peri-infarct
cortex

Density of neurons

Group Nv (per mm 3) Group Nv (per mm 3)

Sham � CTL 32539.7 	 2054.4 VEH core 34212.3 	 1834.3
Sham � RT 32436.2 	 1127.8 ANI core 35178.0 	 2195.1
Les � CTL 34488.4 	 1451.8 VEH border 34212.3 	 3261.6
Les � RT 33338.6 	 2504.2 ANI border 34350.3 	 4347.2

Dendritic measures

Group Svden (�m �1) Svden/Vvden

Sham � CTL 0.82 	 0.04 4.57 	 0.17
Sham � RT 0.80 	 0.03 4.22 	 0.09
Les � CTL 0.74 	 0.02 4.67 	 0.23
Les � RT 0.75 	 0.03 4.56 	 0.15

Various structural features of astrocytes

Group Vvast Svast (�m �1)
Mean astrocytic
coverage per synapse

Sham � CTL 0.064 	 0.004 0.940 	 0.048 0.151 	 0.012
Sham � RT 0.058 	 0.003 0.935 	 0.036 0.159 	 0.008
Les � CTL 0.055 	 0.002 0.905 	 0.056 0.155 	 0.012
Les � RT 0.062 	 0.003 0.972 	 0.050 0.166 	 0.015

Data are shown as means 	 SE. The mean astrocytic coverage per synapse was estimated by the formula: Svapposed/
Nvsyn where Svapposed is the surface density of astrocytic membrane apposed with synaptic elements and Nvsyn is the
numerical density of synapses.

Nv, numerical density of neuronal nuclei; Svden , surface densities of dendrites; Vvden, volume fraction of dendrites.
Vvast , astrocytic volume fractions; Svast , surface densities of astrocytic membrane.
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postinfarct performance overall compared with untrained con-
trols (Les�RT vs Les�CTL, group: F(1,16) � 5.97, p � 0.027), an
effect that increased with ongoing training (group � day: F(5,80) �
3.00, p � 0.016). Note that despite the fairly small size of infarct
(Fig. 2), enduring functional deficits of forelimb on the reaching
task remained in the animals without rehabilitative training. Per-
formance gains from rehabilitative training were also evident in
day-to-day performance of the rehabilitative training sessions
(Fig. 1C). In sham-operated rats, practice on the task did not
affect postoperative performance significantly, as expected be-
cause the reaching skill was established in all animals before the
surgeries. Sham-operated rats had a transient decline in reaching
performance on the first probe day relative to the preoperative time
point (Fig. 1B), potentially reflecting temporary effects of the surgi-
cal procedure and/or anesthesia. Consistent with this, by the follow-
ing day during the rehabilitative training session, the performance of
sham-operated rats, but not the lesion group, was similar to preop-
erative performance levels (Fig. 1C).

Motor performance improvements can reflect the restoration
of normal movements or the development of alternative move-
ment strategies that enable successful task completion despite
persisting impairments. The lesions increased the frequency of
abnormal forepaw grasp and wrist supination and release (hand
opening) movements, consistent with previous findings (Adkins
et al., 2008; O’Bryant et al., 2016). Of these, grasp and supination
II, a wrist movement that orients the paw to the mouth, were
most consistently affected, as evidenced by increased frequency
of abnormalities in one or both movements in all Les�CTL and 8
of 9 Les�RT animals (Fig. 1D). Few of the animals showed
postlesion abnormalities in pregrasp movements (n � 2 of 9
Les�CTL, n � 2 of 9 Les�RT, postoperative). Abnormal supi-
nation II was diminished in both lesion groups by the Post-RT
time point and the pattern of recovery was not significantly dif-
ferent between them (Les�RT vs Les�CTL, group � day: F(2,32) �
1.5, p � 0.24). In contrast, grasp abnormalities persisted in the
absence of rehabilitative training, but greatly diminished as a

Figure 1. Skilled reaching as rehabilitation improved reaching success after unilateral ischemic lesion. A, Summary of the experimental design. Rats with unilateral ischemic infarcts of the CFA
of the primary motor cortex (M1) received 4 weeks of rehabilitative training in skilled reaching or control procedures. Probe trials of performance on the single-pellet retrieval task were given once
a week to all rats. The photo shows a rat reaching for a food pellet (arrow) in the reaching task. B, Percentage of successful retrievals on weekly probe trials of skilled reaching performance. All rats
were proficient in skilled reaching before surgery. Lesions impaired reaching performance. Rehabilitative training after lesions (Les�RT) improved reaching performance on probes 4 and 5
compared with no-training controls (Les�CTL). Without rehabilitative training, postlesion impairments in reaching endured to the fifth probe compared with intact, sham-operated animals. *p �
0.05 and **p � 0.01 in shams vs Les�CTL; †p � 0.05 in Les�CTL vs Les�RT. C, Daily reaching performance during rehabilitative training sessions for Sham�RT and Les�RT during the 4 weeks
of practice. Lesion animals had gradual improvements in reaching performance over the course of rehabilitative reach training. Performance in sham-operated rats with postoperative reach training
(that were practicing a previously established skill) did not change significantly over the course of the postoperative training. *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001, ****p � 0.0001.
D, Abnormalities (per trial) in grasp through release movements, which were most consistently affected by the lesions. After the rehabilitative training period, movement abnormalities persisted
in the Les�CTL, but were no longer evident in Les�RT compared with shams. Postoperative (PostOP) and Post-RT data were from probes 1 and 5, respectively. *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01 versus sham;
††p � 0.001 veresus Les�CTL.
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result of it (Les�RT vs Les�CTL, group � day: F(2,32) � 6.66,
p � 0.004). By the end of rehabilitative training, movement ab-
normalities in the Les�RT group were no more frequent than
they were preoperatively. Therefore, rehabilitative training pro-
moted greater recovery of normal movements after the lesions.
Rehabilitative training had no impact on infarct extent or size, as
inferred from differences in cortical volume between the injured
and contralateral hemispheres (Fig. 2).

Postinfarct rehabilitative training increased synaptic density
in layer V of the peri-infarct CFA border in the presence of
diminished dendritic quantities.
To investigate the effects of rehabilitative training on synaptic
connectivity in the remaining motor cortex, we used stereological
measures for TEM to quantify the density of axodendritic syn-

apses in layer V of motor cortex near the anteromedial border of
the lesion (Fig. 3A). This location was chosen to sample from a
spared portion of anterior CFA near its border with head repre-
sentations because rehabilitative training promotes the mainte-
nance of forelimb representations in the anterior CFA, but, in the
absence of rehabilitative training, it becomes dominated by head
representations (Kim et al., 2015). There was no difference in the
density of synapses between the two sham-operated groups (Fig.
3C), which is consistent with previous findings that training in
well established skills in intact animals does not have a discern-
able influence on either spine formation (Xu et al., 2009) or syn-
apse number (Kleim et al., 1996). Without rehabilitative training,
synaptic densities in peri-infarct cortex were similar to those of
the anatomical equivalent region of sham-operated rats. In
contrast, rats receiving postlesion training (Les�RT) had signif-
icantly greater overall synaptic density compared with the no-
rehabilitative training lesion group (Les�CTL, F(1,16) � 4.61, p �
0.048) and sham groups (F(1,23) � 22.1, p � 0.0001). This ap-
peared to reflect primarily the addition of axo–spinous, rather
than axo–shaft, synapses in the Les�RT group (Fig. 3D). Les�RT
had significantly more axo–spinous synapses compared with
sham-operated rats (F(1,23) � 21.1, p � 0.0001). There was a
nonsignificant tendency for Les�RT to have more axo–spinous
synapses compared with Les�CTL (F(1,16) � 3.50, p � 0.08). In
contrast, there were no significant differences found between
groups in the density of axo–shaft synapses.

The infarcts resulted in a loss of dendrites in the CFA border
region, as measured by the volume fraction (Vv) of dendritic
processes at 5 weeks postlesion compared with sham-operated
rats (sham vs Les�CTL, F(1,23) � 4.95, p � 0.0363; Fig. 3E). This
was unaffected by postlesion rehabilitative training (Les�CTL vs
Les�RT, F(1,16) � 0.154, p � 0.701). Therefore, rehabilitative
training increased synaptic density despite a persistent reduction
in the volume of dendrites. In addition, the infarcts increased,
relative to sham-operated rats, the numbers of synapses per unit
of dendritic volume (23.8% increase, Les�CTL vs sham, F(1,23) �
7.41, p � 0.012) and surface (15.5% increase, F(1,23) � 5.99, p �
0.022; Fig. 3F,G). Postinfarct rehabilitative training amplified
these effects (33.0% increase in synapse per unit dendritic volume
Les�RT vs sham, F(1,23) � 32.32, p � 0.0001; 29.0% increase in
synapses per unit surface of dendrites, F(1,23) � 18.76, p � 0.0002;
Fig. 3F,G). The overall surface density and surface to volume
ratio of dendrites were not significantly different due to the le-
sions (Table 1).

Density of perforated synapses in peri-infarct cortex is
strongly correlated with functional outcome
MSBs (Fig. 4A) have been implicated in motor-training-induced
synaptogenesis (Kleim et al., 2003a) and in the competitive pro-
cess of a selective strengthening of synapses (Lee et al., 2013b).
Perforated synapses, a subtype of synapses with discontinuous
postsynaptic densities (Fig. 4B), are known to have abundant
AMPA receptors as well as a larger overall postsynaptic density
area, indicating a heightened level of functional efficacy and
maturation (Ganeshina et al., 2004). We examined the densities
of these synapse subtypes to determine their contribution to the
synapse addition resulting from rehabilitative training. Rehabil-
itative training after lesions results in significantly increased den-
sities of MSBs (F(1,23) � 15.89, p � 0.0006) and perforated
synapses (F(1,23) � 8.04, p � 0.0094) (Fig. 4C) compared with
sham-operated animals. The tendency for animals with rehabili-
tative training to have greater densities of MSB and perforated
synapses compared with those with lesions but no rehabilitative

Figure 2. All lesions damaged CFA. A, Reconstructions of all lesions in Les�CTL and
Les�RT groups overlaid so that the darkest areas indicate the greatest degree of lesion overlap
between rats. Numbers to the left are approximate coordinates (in millimeters) relative to
bregma. Lines delineate medial and lateral boundaries of MI, inclusive of that which overlaps
(OL) with primary somatosensory cortex, as found in the forelimb (FLOL) and hindlimb (HLOL)
representation areas. B, Representative Nissl-stained coronal sections showing lesion place-
ment relative to cytoarchitecturally defined cortical subregions. The example is from the
Les�CTL group. The CFA extends across the FLOL and adjacent lateral agranular cortex (AGl),
transitioning to head representations in medial AGl and the AGm (see Materials and Methods
for details). *TEM samples were from peri-infarct AGl near its border with AGm between the
coronal planes shown. G, Granular (somatosensory) cortex. C, There was no significant differ-
ence in lesion size between groups, as estimated by the interhemispheric cortical volume dif-
ference in the sensorimotor region.
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training failed to reach statistical significance (Les�CTL vs
Les�RT, p � 0.060 and 0.081, respectively). The percentage of
MSBs and perforated synapses of all axodendritic synapses in the
Les�RT group (mean 	 SE: 5.29 	 0.73 and 5.32 	 0.68, respec-
tively) was significantly increased compared with sham-operated
rats (Sham�RT: 2.79 	 0.68 and 3.53 	 0.80, Sham�CTL:
2.71 	 0.65 and 3.62 	 0.39, p � 0.005 and 0.03) but not with
Les�CTL (3.52 	 0.76 and 3.98 	 0.53). In consideration of the
dendritic changes due to lesions (described above), we also ana-
lyzed quantities of these synapse subtypes per unit of dendritic
volume and surface area. This analysis revealed a similar pattern
as overall quantities, with the exception that MSB numbers per
unit of dendritic surface area was significantly increased in lesion
animals with rehabilitative training compared with lesion con-
trols (Les�CTL vs Les�RT, p � 0.04; Fig. 4D,E). This pattern of
results is consistent with rehabilitative training interacting with
and enhancing the synaptic changes that are instigated by lesions
in the peri-infarct motor cortex.

As expected, the surface area of axonal boutons that formed
perforated synapses was significantly greater than the overall
population of synapses (mean 	 SE surface area/bouton in �m 2:
5.79 	 0.63 vs 0.59 	 0.01, perforated vs overall, respectively, p �

0.0001). There was no significant difference between groups in
either measure (p 
 0.05). However, the density of perforated syn-
apses in peri-infarct cortex was strongly correlated with final reach-
ing performance (percentage success averaged over the last two
probe sessions: r � 0.54, p � 0.021; Fig. 4F). Neither the overall
synaptic density (r � 0.42, p � 0.085) nor the density of MSB syn-
apses (r � 0.32, p � 0.201) was as strongly correlated with final
reaching performance after the lesions. There were no significant
relationships between quantities of these synapse subtypes and final
reaching performance in sham-operated rats (p 
 0.05).

Changes in perisynaptic astrocytic processes accompanied
rehabilitative-training-induced synaptic change
Perisynaptic astrocytes tightly regulate synaptic transmission
(Panatier et al., 2011). Their fine processes change dynamically,
along with synaptic activity (Haber et al., 2006), and such struc-
tural association with synapses promotes excitatory synapse
stability (Bernardinelli et al., 2014). Therefore, we investigated
whether the lesion- and/or rehabilitative-training-induced synaptic
plasticity involved changes in perisynaptic astrocytic processes.
The percentage of astrocytic membrane apposed with synaptic
elements (calculated as percentage surface density of astrocytic

Figure 3. Rehabilitative training after CFA infarcts increased synaptic density and efficacious synapse subtypes in layer V of the perilesion cortex. A, Illustration of infarct and TEM samples relative
to forelimb and head movement representations near the border of the remaining CFA of peri-infarct cortex. The map illustration is a transparent overlay of ICMS derive maps of the CFA, RFA, and
the directly adjacent head representations of naive rats (baseline maps of the ANI study described below). Dashed lines indicate the approximate locations of cytoarchitecturally defined subregions
shown in Figure 2. B, Representative images of axodendritic synapses. Top, Axo–spine synapses are indicated by arrows. The spine apparatus (arrowhead) is often observed. Bottom, An axo–shaft
synapse is indicated by an arrow. Scale bar, 500 nm. C, Lesioned animals that received rehabilitative training had significantly greater synaptic density in layer V of the CFA border compared with no
rehabilitation and training-matched sham controls. D, Effect of rehabilitative training on synaptic density was evident in axo–spine synapses, whereas there was no group difference in the density
of axo-shaft synapses. E, Ischemic lesions decreased the volume fraction of dendrite processes in the CFA border. F, G, Number of synapses per dendritic volume (F ) and surface area (G) was increased
as a result of lesions and this was amplified by rehabilitative training after the lesions. *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001, ****p � 0.0001. n.s., Not significant. The numbers within the bars
indicate the number of animals per group.
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membrane apposed with synapses/� surface density of astrocytic
process membrane) was increased as a result of both reach
training and lesions. Postoperative reach training in shams
(i.e., practice of the motor skill that was established preopera-
tively) increased the proportion of astrocytic membrane apposed
to synapses significantly (Sham�RT vs Sham�CTL, F(1,14) �
6.26, p � 0.025; Fig. 5B) even though this training did not influ-
ence behavioral performance or synapse densities in this group.
In addition, ischemic lesions increased astrocytic membrane ap-
posed to synapses in comparison with training-matched sham
groups (Sham�CTL vs Les�CTL, F(1,15) � 13.4, p � 0.003;
Sham�RT vs Les�RT, F(1,15) � 4.60, p � 0.049). Animals that
underwent rehabilitative reach training after lesions (Les�RT)
tended to have a greater percentage of astrocytic membrane ap-
posed to synapses than no-rehabilitative training controls with
lesions (Les�CTL), but this did not reach statistical significance
(F(1,16) � 3.10, p � 0.097). The overall volume fraction and sur-
face density of astrocytic processes were similar across groups
(Table 1). Although the proportion of astrocytic membrane ap-
posed to synaptic elements varied with training and lesion con-
dition, the mean astrocytic coverage per synapse did not (Table
1). Perforated synapses, a subtype that was significantly associ-

ated with functional outcomes after lesions, had greater surface
area of astrocytic coverage (Fig. 5C) and a greater proportion of
perforated synapses had astrocytic contacts (Fig. 5D) than the
overall synapse population. The effects did not vary significantly
across groups (p 
 0.05). Together, these data indicate that both
lesions and reach training repositioned astrocytic processes to be
apposed with synapses and that the increased synaptic density
resulted from poststroke rehabilitative training was accompanied
by a complementary amount of apposing astrocytic processes.

We next addressed the question of whether the repositioning
of astrocytic processes apposed to synapses is relevant to func-
tional outcome. The percentage of synapses with direct astrocytic
contacts onto presynaptic or postsynaptic elements or the axon–
dendritic junction was significantly correlated with reaching
performance averaged over the last 2 weeks of the 4 week reha-
bilitative training period in animals with lesions (r � 0.58, p �
0.011), but not in sham-operated animals (r � �0.27, p � 0.320,
two-tailed; Fig. 5E). Overall, these results indicate that rehabili-
tative training induces the repositioning of perisynaptic astro-
cytes in coordination with synaptic structural changes in
peri-infarct cortex and that these effects are tightly associated
with poststroke functional outcomes.

Figure 4. Increased density of perforated synapses in peri-infarct cortex was predictive of functional outcome. A, B, Representative TEM images of an MSB (A) and perforated synapse (PS; B).
Boutons forming synaptic contacts with more than one postsynaptic element (A, arrows) were identified as MSBs. Synapses with perforated or segmented postsynaptic densities (B, arrowheads)
were identified as PSs. Scale bar, 500 nm. C, Lesion animals that received rehabilitative training (RT) had greater densities of MSB synapses and PSs compared with sham-operated animals.
D, E, Similar to the overall densities of MSBs and PSs (C), the numbers of MSBs and PSs per dendritic unit volume (D) and surface area (E) were increased in the Les�RT group compared with
sham-operated animals. The number of MSBs per dendritic surface area was significantly increased as a result of rehabilitative training in animals with lesions (Les�CTL vs Les�RT). F, Correlations
between the density of PSs and reaching performance. Although there was no significant correlation observed in sham animals, PS density was significantly correlated with functional outcome after
lesions, as measured by the percentage of successful reach attempts. *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001. n.s., Not significant.
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Protein synthesis inhibition in the CFA core, but not the CFA
border, resulted in a loss of established motor skills in intact
animals
Our finding that postinfarct training induced synaptic structural
changes in the border region of the residual CFA raised the ques-
tion of whether this region is a key anatomical substrate for the
training-induced motor functional improvements. To address
this, we first tested the importance of this border region for fore-
limb motor skills in intact animals. The maintenance of an estab-
lished reaching skill has been found previously to be dependent
on continued protein synthesis in the CFA (Kleim et al., 2003b).
When infused into the center of the CFA, the protein synthesis
inhibitor ANI results in a transient loss of established motor skills
in intact animals in the absence of obvious neuronal pathology or
motor behavioral dysfunction (Kleim et al., 2003b). Therefore,
we compared the effects on skilled reaching function of ANI in-
fusions into the center of the CFA (“core”) versus its anterome-
dial border, the same region as the TEM samples in the present
study (Fig. 3A).

Intact rats were first trained to a performance plateau on the
reaching task and then received implantation of cannulae in the
CFA core or border region (Fig. 6A). Cannula implantation alone

did not disrupt skilled reaching performance, as assayed in two
testing sessions (Fig. 6B). Groups then received infusions of VEH
(ACSF), 50 �g/�l ANI, and 100 �g/�l ANI in three separate
testing sessions (Fig. 6A). There was a significant drug condi-
tion � cortical location interaction (F(2,22) � 12.79, p � 0.0002).
Reaching success was reduced significantly at 2 and 24 h after
100 �g of ANI into the CFA core, but not the border, com-
pared with VEH (Fig. 6B). Reaching success returned to nor-
mal by 48 h after injections. There were no significant effects
after 50 �g ANI infusions into the core ( p 
 0.05). These
results confirm the importance of a normal functioning CFA
core for the maintenance of established reaching skill in intact
animals and indicate that its border region is not essential for
the same skill.

ANI infusion in the CFA core diminished forelimb movement
representations and synaptic density in the CFA core of intact
animals
The effects on motor skills of ANI infusions in the CFA core have
been linked previously with reductions in forelimb movement
representation area and synapse density in layer V of the CFA
(Kleim et al., 2003b). To compare the effects of infusions in the

Figure 5. Astrocytic apposition to synapses was increased as a result of reaching practice and lesions and was predictive of functional outcome. A, Representative TEM image containing
perisynaptic astrocytes (yellow). Perisynaptic astrocytic membranes were identified as those directly apposed with synaptic elements (blue outline). Scale bar, 500 nm. B, Proportion of astrocytic
membrane apposed to synapses (%Svapposed) was increased as a result of postoperative reach training and lesions. In sham-operated animals, the percentage of astrocytic apposition with synapses
was slightly increased as a result of reach training (Sham�CTL vs Sham�RT). In training-matched comparisons (Sham�CTL vs Les�CTL and Sham�RT vs Les�RT), lesioned groups had a greater
percentage of astrocytic apposition around synapses. C, D, Compared with the overall population of axodendritic synapses, across all groups, perforated synapses had greater mean surface area of
astrocytic coverage (C) and a larger proportion of perforated synapses had direct astrocytic contacts on their synaptic elements (D). E, Although there was no significant correlation between the
percentage of synapses with astrocytic contacts and reaching performance in sham-operated animals, postinfarct functional outcome was significantly correlated with the proportion of synapses
with direct astrocytic contacts. *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001, ****p � 0.0001.
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CFA core versus border on motor cortical organization, ICMS
was used to delineate forelimb movement representations in na-
ive rats and then the same regions were remapped after infusions.
ANI (100 �g) infusions in the CFA core resulted in a major loss of
forelimb movement representations in both the CFA and RFA
compared with VEH infusions (Fig. 7A,B). The magnitude of the
change in forelimb movement representations varied depending
on the preinfusion (baseline) area of these representations within
a 1.5 mm radius from the center of the infusion, but not outside
of this radius (Fig. 7C), consistent with localized infusion effects
found in previous studies (Wanisch and Wotjak, 2008; Sharma et
al., 2012). Although ANI infusions in the CFA border tended to
reduce forelimb representation area, this was not statistically sig-
nificant compared with VEH infusions. We additionally con-
firmed that ANI infusion into the CFA core reduced synaptic
density in layer V of the same region compared with the con-
tralateral hemisphere of the same animals after VEH infusions
(Fig. 7D). In contrast, synaptic density was not reduced in the
border region as a result of ANI infusions in the CFA core, con-
firming its localized effect on synaptic connectivity. Therefore,
the effect on skilled reaching of ANI infusions into the CFA core,

but not border, is explainable by the more severe impact of the
former on movement representations and synaptic connectivity
in the CFA core, which is more essential for forelimb skills in
intact animals.

After CFA infarcts, protein synthesis inhibition in the CFA
border resulted in the loss of rehabilitative-training-induced
functional gains
We next used ANI infusions to test the role of the CFA border in
the maintenance of relearned reaching skill after CFA lesions
(Fig. 8). Note that the CFA border is the region where synaptic
densities (Fig. 3) and forelimb movement representations (Kim
et al., 2015) were increased after rehabilitative training. After the
lesions and cannula implantations, rats received motor rehabili-
tative training as in the previous experiment for 3 weeks. As
shown in Figure 8C, skilled reaching performance improved sig-
nificantly during rehabilitative training (time effect: F(3,51) �
21.85, p � 0.0001). A small set of no-rehabilitative training con-
trols (n � 4) had no significant functional improvement, which
was consistent with the previous experiment. ANI, but not VEH,
infusion into the CFA border reinstated functional impairments.
This was not found with infusions of VEH into the same region
nor after ANI infusion into posterior parietal cortex (ANI-Par).
Repeated-measures ANOVA with group (VEH, ANI-Par, ANI-
Border) and drug condition (post-VEH and post-ANI probes) as
factors revealed a significant group � drug condition interaction
effect (F(2,17) � 22.23, p � 0.0001). Post hoc analyses indicated
significantly greater disruption of skilled reaching performance
after ANI infusions into the CFA border compared with both
with VEH infusions (VEH-Border) and ANI infusions in parietal
cortex (ANI-Par). Although ANI infusions tended to reduce per-
formance in the No-RT group, this effect was not significant
compared with the post-VEH infusion time point (p � 0.08), in
contrast to its significant effects after rehabilitative training (p �
0.001). Infarct sizes were not significantly different among the
three groups (mean 	 SE cortical volume loss: 7.67 	 1.83 mm 3

in ANI-Border, 7.74 	 2.20 mm 3 in VEH, and 5.71 	 1.17 mm 3

in ANI-Par). These findings corroborate that functional vicaria-
tion occurred in the CFA border region due to postinfarct reha-
bilitative training and mediated the training-induced motor
functional improvements.

Discussion
Motor rehabilitative training after subtotal motor cortical in-
farcts can drive the maintenance, reemergence, and reorganiza-
tion of movement representations in remaining cortex (Nudo et
al., 1996; Friel et al., 2000; Conner et al., 2005; Ramanathan et al.,
2006; Kim et al., 2015; Tennant et al., 2015). The present findings
indicate that rehabilitative training also drives remaining motor
cortex to increase and mature its synaptic connectivity substan-
tially along with coordinated repositioning of astrocytic pro-
cesses. That ANI infusions, which diminished synapse quantities,
reinstated functional deficits corroborates that these synaptic
structural changes are a potential mechanism by which remain-
ing cortex comes to mediate lost function.

Without rehabilitative training, animals with infarcts had per-
sistent functional deficits despite the fairly small size of infarcts
and a comparable peri-infarct synapse density to sham-operated
rats. The latter is consistent with findings that, after an initial loss
of spines in peri-infarct cortex, spine density is restored by in-
creased spine formation (Brown et al., 2007; Brown et al.,
2008). Although rehabilitative training increased it, the overall
density of synapses in peri-infarct cortex was not strongly correlated

Figure 6. ANI infused in the core, but not border, region of the CFA disrupted established
reaching skill in intact animals. A, Experimental design. Rats were trained to a plateau on a
skilled reaching task and then received cannula implantation surgeries that targeted either the
core or border of the CFA in the motor cortex contralateral to the trained forelimb. ACSF
VEH, 50 �g of ANI, and 100 �g of ANI were infused sequentially, each 2 d apart, before
performance of the skilled reaching task. B, Reaching performance was disrupted 2 and
24 h after infusion of 100 �g of ANI in the CFA core until 48 h after infusions. *p � 0.05,
**p � 0.01 versus VEH. This was not found after ANI infusions in the border or infusion of
50 �g of ANI in the core.
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with functional improvements. Therefore, overall synapse and spine
quantities in peri-infarct tissue presumably reflect the magnitude of
postinfarct structural plasticity, but they are not a conclusive in-
dicator of functional improvements. In contrast, perforated syn-
apse density and astrocytic coverage of synapses in peri-infarct
cortex were strongly predictive of functional improvements.

Perforated synapses increase in association with long-term
potentiation in motor cortex (Connor et al., 2006) and they con-
tain more AMPA receptors, larger postsynaptic densities (Ga-
neshina et al., 2004), and more presynaptic docked and reserve
pool vesicles (Nava et al., 2014) than simple synapses, supporting
their greater efficacy. Perforated synapses, as well MSBs, are in-

creased in response to motor learning in intact animals (Kleim et
al., 2003a), consistent with the training-induced amplification of
their addition in peri-infarct cortex reflecting learning-related
processes. Motor training in intact animals also induces spine
formation in clusters on apical dendrites of layer V pyramidal
neurons, with the first new spine of a cluster being strengthened
in association with the addition of the neighbor (Fu et al., 2012).
Therefore, it is possible that the increased densities of MSBs and
perforated synapses observed in the present study reflect synapse
clustering and strengthening. MSBs often include immature syn-
apses (Li et al., 2011) and their presence can reflect the process of
selective synapse strengthening and weakening (Lee et al., 2013b).

Figure 7. ANI infusions in the CFA core decreased forelimb movement representation area and synaptic density in the CFA core, but not border region. A, B, Effects of 100 �g ANI infusions in the
CFA core on forelimb motor maps, as assayed with intracortical microstimulation in naive rats. Surface plots in A show the mean percentage area of forelimb movement representations per 0.5 �
0.5 mm grid square. After infusions of ANI in the CFA core, forelimb representations in both the CFA and RFA were significantly reduced compared with VEH infusions. The effects of border infusions
of ANI were not significant compared with VEH ( p � 0.15). � Forelimb map area was calculated as differences between preinfusions and postinfusions (POST � PRE). C, Correlations between
baseline forelimb map area versus the degree of reduction in forelimb map area after drug infusion. The magnitude of the effect of ANI in reducing forelimb representation was significantly correlated
with the baseline area of these representations within a 1.5 mm radius from the infusion site (left), but not outside of this radius (right). D, Synaptic density in layer V after ANI or VEH infusions in
the CFA core, as measured in a subset of animals after ICMS mapping. ANI resulted in a major reduction in synaptic density in the CFA core compared with the contralateral VEH-infused hemisphere
of the same animals. Synaptic density in the CFA border was unaffected by ANI infusions in the CFA core. The numbers within the bars indicate the number of animals per group. **p � 0.01,
***p � 0.001.
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This may explain why quantities of perforated synapses were
more strongly correlated with functional outcome than those of
MSBs. We found previously that a manipulation that diminishes
rehabilitative training efficacy (prior training of the nonparetic
forelimb) is linked with increases in MSBs, but not perforated
synapses, in the peri-infarct cortex (Kim et al., 2015). Together,
these findings point more strongly to synapse maturation than to
synapse addition in peri-infarct cortex as a neural underpinning
of poststroke functional improvement.

Rehabilitative training induced astrocytic repositioning in ac-
cordance with synaptic structural changes in peri-infarct cortex.

As spine structural changes occur, perisynaptic astrocytic pro-
cesses change their apposition around synapses in an activity-
dependent manner (Haber et al., 2006; Perez-Alvarez et al.,
2014), which promotes excitatory synapse stability (Bernar-
dinelli et al., 2014). They also regulate spine morphology and
transmission by membrane-bound signaling (Murai et al., 2003;
Carmona et al., 2009; Filosa et al., 2009). Therefore, perisynaptic
astrocytes can be expected to help establish and promote the
functional integrity of remodeling circuitry. Given that astrocytes
were also tightly associated with perforated synapses in peri-
infarct cortex, as reflected in greater coverage and more frequent
direct contacts with perforated synapses than the overall popula-
tion, and that both the density of perforated synapses and the
percentage of synapses with direct astrocytic contacts were
strongly predictive of functional outcome, it seems reasonable to
postulate interdependencies between the perisynaptic astrocytic
responses and synaptic responses to rehabilitative training. As-
trocytes also mediate, directly or indirectly, synaptic pruning in
an activity-dependent way (Yu et al., 2013) (Chung et al., 2013)
such that it also plausible that changes in perisynaptic astrocytes
influence synaptic clustering and selective strengthening. Future
study is warranted to elucidate how peri-infarct synaptic refine-
ment processes are orchestrated with perisynaptic astrocytes and
how rehabilitative training shapes this process.

Although the afferent sources of the synapses examined in this
study are diverse, activity-dependent plasticity of intrinsic hori-
zontal connections may play a major role in map reorganization
(Sanes and Donoghue, 2000). Furthermore, there is considerable
sprouting of corticocortical afferents into peri-infarct cortex
(Dancause et al., 2005; Overman et al., 2012; Clarkson et al.,
2013). The sprouting and maturation of new intracortical and
intrinsic connections seem to be influenced by motor rehabilitative
training after CFA infarcts. Consistent with this, the sprouting of
descending efferents of remaining motor cortex is increased by reach
training after cortical infarcts (Lee et al., 2013a) and by forced
paretic limb use after intracerebral hemorrhage (Ishida et al.,
2016). The behavioral effects of postinfarct treatments that pro-
mote axonal sprouting (Fang et al., 2010; Wahl et al., 2014) and
increase cortical synapse density (Adkins-Muir and Jones, 2003;
Adkins et al., 2008) are also enhanced by their combination with
motor rehabilitative training. Overman et al. (2012) found that
the intracortical axonal sprouting responses to one such treat-
ment (ephrin A5 blockade) were greatly amplified by forced use
of the paretic forelimb.

ANI infusions in the CFA core of intact rats disrupted estab-
lished reaching skills and caused a major loss of forelimb repre-
sentations, as revealed by ICMS. This replicates findings by Kleim
et al. (2003b) using ANI and cycloheximide, although Luft et al.
(2004) showed that the same dose of ANI (100 �g) in motor
cortex impairs motor skill learning without disrupting estab-
lished skills. ANI at this dose also silences neural activity in hip-
pocampus (Sharma et al., 2012), but not at lower doses (Remaud
et al., 2014). However, it does not lead to neuron death or frank
neuropathology in either cortex or hippocampus (Kleim et al.,
2003b; Sharma et al., 2012). Our study differed from that of
Kleim et al. (2003b) by examining synapses soon (1– 4 h) after
ANI infusions compared with 4 d in their study. The rapidity with
which synapse density was decreased by ANI infusions is consis-
tent with its induction of synapse retraction, but this does not
rule out effects on synapse turnover rates as well. Local protein
synthesis promotes transmitter biogenesis and receptor ex-
pression in neurons (Jung et al., 2012) and rapid and localized
translational changes in synaptic elements (Sutton and Schu-

Figure 8. ANI infusions in the CFA border attenuated performance improvements achieved
with postinfarct rehabilitative training. A, Summary of experimental design. Rats received CFA
infarcts and implantation of superficial guide cannulae over the CFA border or over the parietal
cortex. At the end of the rehabilitative training period, reaching performance was tested after
VEH and ANI infusions in peri-infarct (ANI-Border) or parietal (ANI-Par) cortex. B, Lesion
(dashed outline) and cannulae track in the CFA border (arrow) in a perfusion fixed cerebrum.
C, Percentage of successful retrievals in the skilled reaching task. The three groups that received
rehabilitative training had better reaching performances on probes 3 and 4 compared with
controls without rehabilitative training. ANI infusions in the CFA border negated the improved
reaching performance on probe 6 compared with both VEH infusions in the CFA border and ANI
infusions in parietal cortex. **p � 0.01 versus ANI-Border/NoRT; †p � 0.05, ††p � 0.01 versus
ANI-Border.
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man, 2006; Jung et al., 2012). Further study is needed to under-
stand the mechanism by which its acute inhibition diminishes
synapse quantities. Our findings nevertheless add to the caveats
on using protein synthesis inhibitors as selective blockers of syn-
aptic plasticity (Gold, 2008).

Although ANI infusions in the CFA border of intact animals
did not affect forelimb representations or established motor skills
significantly, infusions in this region after CFA infarcts negated
the functional improvements achieved with rehabilitative train-
ing. These findings support that the reorganized cortex proximal
to the infarct is necessary for the maintenance of training-
induced performance improvements. The synaptic plasticity found
in this region could mediate the reinstatement of neural integ-
rity and circuitry reorganization that underlies the functional
improvements.

The motor map reorganization that is driven by rehabilitative
training has been linked to both recovery of more normal move-
ments and new compensatory strategies for task completion (Friel
and Nudo, 1998; Whishaw, 2000; Metz et al., 2005; O’Bryant et al.,
2016). In the present study, rehabilitative training promoted the
recovery of more normal movements. Although this does not
rule out that new compensatory strategies also contributed to
performance improvements, it seems reasonable to consider the
experience-dependent synaptic plasticity that we observed in
peri-infarct cortex to be a putative recovery mechanism. To our
knowledge, these studies are the first to show an increase in syn-
aptic density, efficacious synaptic subtypes, and astrocytic appo-
sition, as measured by quantitative electron microscopy, in a
region of peri-infarct cortex that was driven to support improved
function as a result of rehabilitative training. That the improved
function can be disrupted by ANI suggests that the structural and
functional integrity of the reorganized cortex plays an important
role in recovered function. Although the present findings support
the necessity of this area, they do not indicate sufficiency. It is
likely that rehabilitative-training-induced synaptic plasticity in
the peri-infarct cortex represents merely one aspect of reorgani-
zation across somatosensory and motor networks that supports
improved function (Nudo, 2013; Jones and Adkins, 2015; Jones,
2017). The contribution of remaining cortical areas to functional
improvements probably varies with time (Carmichael, 2006) and
stroke loci and severities, depending on proximity and shared
connectivity. It also seems reasonable to assume that the changes
that we observed in layer V were not confined to this layer, espe-
cially given the profound spine remodeling observed on superfi-
cial dendrites in peri-infarct cortex (Brown et al., 2007; Brown et
al., 2008; Mostany et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2016). Further inves-
tigation is necessary to determine the mechanisms responsible for
the structural plasticity and its intercoordination with changes in
other brain regions and to determine how these effects vary across
the heterogeneity of stroke.
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